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. S'JElMARY 
Calculations based on a.theoretFcal analysis were made for a 
composite engine conalsttig of a uniflow two-stroke-cycle eperk- 
ignition engine, a compressor, a blowdown turbine, and a s'teady- 
flow turbine. Values 6f bet brake specific horsepower and fuel 
consumption are presented for a wide range of oompreesion ratios 
. and ratios of exhaust presswe to @ let pressure, a fuel-alr ratio 
of 0.067, an engine speed of ZOC!O rpm, a maximum cylinder pressure 
of 1200 pounds per sqyre inch, an inlet-m=&foLd temperature of 
200' F, and an altitude of 30,000 feet. The total air.flow and 
power of the component engine were based on test data from both 
two - and four-stroke-uycie engines. 
Operation of the composfte engine was considered for the fol- 
lowing cases: 
1. Maximum available temperature of gas mixture to ateadp - 
flow turbfne unlimited 
2. Maximum temperature of gas mixture to steady-flow turbine 
LImited to l.600° F 
3. Maximum available temperature of gss mixture to cteadz- 
flow turbine unlim$ted; blowdown turbine omitted 
4,Max~temperature of gas mixture to steady-flow turbine 
U&ted to.l#QO F; blowdown turbine omitted 
The results indicate that the highest'net,spectiio powers are 
obtained at the lowest component-engine compression ratios; the lowest 
net specific fuel consumption3 are obtained at .the highest compression 
ratios. W lth.the tiomponent engfpe considered, the maximum sp.eciffc . 
-.‘, .” ‘, :’ 
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output and~.t,l.v3~mipimw specific fue1~cons.umgtio.n occurat a ratio of 
exhaust to inlet-manYfold 'pr0ssure & agproxlmateiy 0.9. Exhaust- 
gae-temperature limitation and removal of the blowdown turbine .: L.. ..-. .-... *. 
adversely affect ~wer"8utpht.~and-sfficieacg. -Where exhaust temper- 
ature is not the l$miting factor, excess sir above the minimum 
required for-adequate.scavengiq lowere the efficiency but improves 
the p0we.r outRut. . .. , *. . I 
: iN!PRODETIO~ 
When the conventional reciprocating alrcr&ft engine is examined 
for possible imgrovements in power and fuel co3suaption, the greatest 
gain seems to be offered by recovery of the waste energy in the 
exhaust gases and by an increase in the air-handling capaoity of the 
er@ne; The exhaust-gas energy may be recovered by exhaust-jet pro- 
pulsion or by exhaust-Gas turbines, 
Certain combinations of a recipro~t~ngengi~ with.exhaust-gas 
turbines and wine- or turbine-driven compressors, called composite 
ekinee; .have been considered-bg.various investigators.. Referllncee 1, 
2.;’ a~.3'~dis,cus's various tmee 'of composite en&tie wherein -the 
reciprocatinglen@% component ie a four-strokelcycle spark-ignition 
en&tie : ReferAces 4 ,to 'j' consider coqosfte onginee tith q four- 
stroke-cycle .compressJon-igtition engine as the reciprocating corny- 
nerit.' I. : . . 
A preliminary evaluation of a composite engine coneisting of a 
unlflow two-stroke-cycle smrk-ignition engSne geared flth,a blowdown 
turbine and a steady-flow turbine in series w3th a suitable air com- 
pressor or compressors was made at the rJAcA Clevelq laborstory. 
c 
1. 
z 
A two-stroke-cycie component engine was considered in this eval- 
uation because the two-stroke-cycle engine handles more.alr for a 
given cylinder size than the four-stroke-cycle'engine. The increased 
airbhadling capacity of the two-stroke-cycle engine is due to two' 
characteristics: (1) A power stroke occurs every crankshaft revolu- 
tion; and (2') there Is a large valve. overlap during t;;e soavenging 
period. The large quftntity of excess. air used in scavenging is use- 
ful forrenglne 'oooling .and for reduoing the temperature.of tbe gaeee 
entering the steady-flow-t~~i.ne.as welias f&r. increasing the mass . 
flow through the system. . .- . 
h ,The..two types of Qirbine‘are .hseh in order .t&t b&h the kinetic 
: ~&e.rgy.of.~blo&Ioti and t&e steahyzffbw eneGgy~of,%he~.&haust gaeee 
may be recovered. .'~e~~s~~~'resuits'~fijr a~bl&&%n turbine used c 
" to recdv~~.kinet;ic,:en~r~~ from the exhaust ~ase~~oi"~an'aih?aft~engine 
are reported ifi reference 8. . 
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The ;effectB .df CQIE&+GI &-ti2 8nd ratio of exhaust pressure 
.to iqlet'pregsure~~on net,brake &%pecif'io horsepower and fuel COnSUmp- 
tion.of.the composite en&n8 were. computed and.plotted.fo find the 
~ost'desi.rable.o~eratfng conditions, ,Fhe, resulte,.in,the foti of 
graphs; are shown mainly for one altitt$e,.one -engine 8peed,. one 
.m%ximum dylinder pree&u?e, one:In~et~oid'a~r'temperat~e, and 
one fuelFair ratio. “m addition, the effects of changes in inlet- 
manifold air?xm$er%ture, scavenging.ratio, and fuel-air ratio on 
the net pexformance are ehown. Power output of the'q~cm~oeite,engine 
could be fnoreaaed considerably bg,increasing the engine speed, bg 
increwing the. allowable maximum cylinder preeaure, and by burning 
extra fuel in the duct leading to the steady-flow turbine. No- cal- 
cixlation8 are pFeeented, bowevek, to show the effects ~f,t.heae changes. 
Two temperatures.@'the ga~.mfure to the steady,-flow turbine are 
correidered: a limited &xtium,'and the meximum availabler, Results 
are shown forVoperatfon with and without &he blowdown turbine, All 
turbines-and c;cmprFep_rb are- assumed to operate at their'peak effi- 
cl&toy under all condition8 of operation, .Y - . . 
.- '. &%U@e this analy8iE3. i8 primari~ & th@rm~dynamiC-cycle &II&.- ., 
YSiS, Size8 and W&&t8 of the+i?ua ccdnpdne& and methods' qf 
control were:not considered. :'-* : . . ,. : . . , . . . ' . . . : . .: . ', '0. _ ; . 
'Al5ExMm I@@ @'D.~ODs'~F AMp;GysIS ‘.:: : : -- a I-.'_. I . . . 
- . :._ The %dyiis,-of tfi6 co&kite en&tie ir;qolvee'~he'~i~~~i~.~t 
CharaCteri8tfC8 of tWo&rOkf+C$&l8 engines, the operation'of the 
~-~~urIxL~es;~ %&I aasumptibti -necess*y, ep? $e c~om~utat$~M, '.B.. 
'.. '. ;._ : .: .:' : 
. . . *-, S~~ifiCant.ch~acteristics'Of ~-St;rO~~~~C~e.~~~B.-'-'~ 
ty-pes'of UnIfl61~ two-strolie+-918 en&n8 eze 8C5hems;tk3l~ 8Iibti in 
figure 1, A comparison af the ez&aust-floti a&% of these twouni- 
flow two+&roke-cycle engine@ and'% four-stroke-cyol~'engfne is ahown 
ih fi~8 2, $hese fly are?. are corrF.ted for engine displacement 
and flow 6oeffioient8, The $10~ &%a of the tw6~stroke-cycEe en&e 
is necees,ariXy gr~ater'thari'that of th~~fo~&~roke~~y~le 6ngine; 
however, the: larger fl& 'a'sea'tid fa8ter f.hll-opening- of the twos 
stroke-Cycle eqhaust, valve.'( about onekfif:Q tbs t$?ne :flqr.the openiq 
;oc. the f,o~~st~o,ke-c~le..e~~t v4-w) probab:ly is gen@r4lg u+p- 
..x??ecp@ed, @es cpnal$e@w.. the. $,g-v+Nvener~ 09 ..the ~f++-t .$asea 
-t&+t i8 %v%i@bLe f.QF rec;Ove~ by EJ b.TowdT tu+q&. nhe' ZlBX388~ - .: 
rapid.v%lye .o-p.en~g.$, -of bobrye, more.e~~i~,%cclO-&l~ehed tith..the 
- crank-operated sleeve yalv@.?h%n w$th the cam-operated poppet valve 
because of the stmpler +3ion @  the.81eeve.valv~.+dyba;c%we, mrtia 
forces at high engine epeeds are less of a problem. 
The exhaust valve ofthe two-stroke.&ycle engine of necessity 
. . '. opens earHer in,'the stroke and~much morelrapidly than the exhaust 
ve,lve.of the four-stroke-cyola e&gins, which results in some.,loss in 
engil'le po%er; The combination'qf."8arlier ope&g, which-provides 
e&must gases at higher ipitial.pressure and tempepature, aqdplore 
rapid bpe.nIng, which.reducoe throttling losses, results; however, in 
~~exhaust gases of very high kinetic enemy during,the bloydown perfod. 
-These gases oan advantageously be ,further expa$Led to exhaust.preEl- 
sure through'the blowdown turbine arid tJmn,to atmospheric preaeure 
'.'.th.~ou& ~e,steady-flow~.turbine. The loss in component-engine power 
:aaused by earLy exhaust'~valve 0pening.i~ thus to a great extent 
recovered: by 'the turbines. .' ..' 
::a Oylinder charging 'is soinewhat more difficult In the two-stroke- 
cycle engine than in, the four-stroke-oycle engine because of' the 
shorter time available.and because the piston rpotiou does not aid In 
scavenging the cylinder. For this analysis, the inlet valve of the 
two-stroke-cycle e@ne is coqsideyed to ulose. later thszl the ejLhaust 
valve, thereby permLtting some supercharging independent of the 
exhaust pressure. It $6 assumsd that-most of the'prossure loss in 
flow through the cylinder is amoss the exhaust valve and that the 
inlet-port qea is sufficiently large to acuomplish this result. 
Unlike the four-stroke-ogole engine, which can operate at ratios of 
exhaust baok pressure to inlet-manifold pressure pe/h above 1.0, 
the two-stroke-cycle engine must operate at values of pe/h less 
than 1.0 to obtain flov through the oylinder. Because-the exhaust 
pressuse available for the steady-flow turbine 3s limited to values 
less than inlet pressure, the blowdom turbine becomes more necessary 
in the two-stroke-cycle than in the four-stroke-oyclecomposfte 
engine, The bLowdown twbipe ~eq be designed to impose no increase 
in engdne.exhaust p~ess~~~,~whfeh~would allow au.~fnc~ease in ntit 
output without penalizing either the.ocanpo_ner$ e+ne or the steady- 
,'flow,turbine.. " 
. &,exa&pl.e of the high specific powers 'that hava bees obtained 
~f'r&,.a two-stjroke-oycle engine is,shq in fQ&re .3. Thea8 reeults 
were...obtained with a 4?$ by 7-inch .ho-stroke{ciqig engine (tit& 
~~-.~~~~et..ejrh&~~,-valves)*using.g~oline $tiJect$on aud:spark ignltiou 
%~i~'e~fiic%lve compre&fon ratio .of.0,4-, Tha hi.&.sp&ifio fuel 
oo~~tam~t~o~~~of~this two-'stroks-'cycle eng&-w&'Voaus&.by tho~rich 
rdixture of ~fueLarId.airaud:'by .the Incomplete expausion of the coq~- 
bustion.gasbs*due ,ta theearly ope.ning-of the exhalmt valves.' The 
10438,i~ powez?.Uue to.early valve~ogenfng would be paHAy recovered 
by ooqioutfdf,ng .with'e~a~DLgas'.t~b'binss <. *. "..- I-r + :- . . 
. . .>',. : . 
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-’ _’ .,. .~,..ep~t~~ijI; :G .&&-. cin;d’ .sg.&..fl. ;t;vrb3 nes’rl ‘is<-. Ghhatic 
ad&rti=.of the oompondnt engiz ' and the -,ttibti8s. .* _.; '-.... -, f;he'~~~~8sorj' cDn+Sd&ed &~'tl&~ti&ye~s is shown in:fi'gu& 4. -For thlg'&r&sis 
ft:S'&r~~stie~~%ha~~ the bibtrd~~'tur'bine-rec-over~ ,60 'percent 'of the 
energy available for'blowdoti,~: Tmil~~*ongine-combustio& 'g&es produce 
blowdown-turbine power. The scavenging air lea+ing the exhawt port 
'ks'c&&fdered'td bypass the.bIading'of'the blowdown t&t&e by some 
.mechanPcalmeans, but msy parra through-the 'shrciud~of.the rturbtie and 
-aid dn.cooling. titer p&sing amund the blading, the scavenging 
air is mixed with the ~ombustiori'gases that .ha-ve msed th&&@~ the 
~,~,@lowtkmn turbine. T@e larger the qsantlty of scaveng+g air,, $hs 
.'I "!ower'will. be the tem~erature'.of thCs resultant ~I$xux;. 'ThUG'gas 
; ~,.?g++re &t en&tee &&ast baqk p'ressure ‘is avail&b18 for'$i%dti&ng 
.' -work'2n .the's&eadg3low turbino.by expanding from.exhaust~b&X 'pros- 
.'sure %o'atmospheric preseure. The exhaust from the-steady-f9&w tur- 
'.btne ~s.available'fo~.a,sli 'amount 'of ;jet'propulsion but ina;emuch * as the results exe preser+d anlg~o%a shaf%-horsapcwer~basis;. the 
. &&;enesa is omitted from the calculations. Some fnlet.raSbti be 
produced by-the fotiard.speed CYP the airplane but, for the.ssme8-'rea- 
,. sor~~consideration of~r~qressur~ rise and ram-drag..fs also %s&tted 
:' from the analy8is. .. . . . I . . . . . ,.' ,.'.. 
' &en-the ma&& taperature of the mixture entetig the s%ady- 
-floVturbine is to be Limited, scavenging air at exhatit presstie is 
bled from-the compressor or furnished bg an auxiliary'compkessor on 
the same shaft and is mixed with the gas& entering the steady-flow 
turbine. 
: 
Method of computation, - The poor developed by the two-stroke- 
' -csycle component ewne was calculated from the rate of bombustion-air 
flow through the en#ne and from thermal efficiencies ef a'four-stroke- 
cycle aircraft engine over a w&de range of compression ratios. Uee 
of thes'e effi'ciencies was necessary b&au& of. the.lack of sltmilar 
data for the two-stroke-cycle engine. Unpublished'data fbr,a'two- 
strc$e+ycle engine, however, were,usod as a basis for estimatlrlg the 
.afr flow of the componetit'.&&Lne. ' .7. '- . . 
For the computatfon of the net brake horsepower of the composite 
'.': 'engineJ the compress&x and tZiir-~~~adg-f~o~turbfne.are assumed to be 
on the same shaft and th&'diff-eyetie bettreen the pox&r 'devel&d by 
the steady-flow turbine and that required by the compressor ie a&umd 
--.to'hg trS&mItted~ tWoti&h@ars'to the erigine.crankshaft with a gear 
efficiency of 90 percent,.--'An' 'efficf enQ‘of'95 &cent is*d'assumed for 
'\. the gearing used to transmit power from the blok-down turbine to the &&-&h&t:; ?&&%W~ki~r~&ut$xt 'fa' deffned 'as‘ the,'sutP ofT.the various 
qugq-&it~eg.'~;e$&f&p*&l~~&~ ~'3, '&& &r&&&t. ; .. ':. :.: 
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The general m&hod of analysis ia to vary the ratio of exhaust 
p~asurs to Inlet pressure and to compute the powors developed by 
the several engine components for the chosen conditions of operation. 
Neither the power rcquiredfor intercooling nor‘that required for 
engine cooling is considered in the,an,alyeia. 
The derivations of squations applicable to the proposed cycle . 
are presented in the appendix. 
The aseumed operating conditions are: 
Maximum cylinder pressure, pounihs p&r square inch . . . . . . 1200 
Temperature of gas mWure entering stoadyYflow turbine: 
(ii)‘. . . * . . . :. . c . . . . l . . . . l Maxmunlimited 
'(b) , , , .,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1600' F maxim limit 
Piston displacement above Inlet ports, cubla feet , . . . . . . 1.0 
Engine speed, rgm. . . . . V . . , , .i I , , . q . , , , . 2000 
Compressor efficiency, porcont , . , . . . . * . . , . . . . , 80 
Steady-flow-turbine efficiency, percent t . . . . . . . . . . . 80 
Blowdown-turbine efficiency, percent . . , . . . . . ; , . . . 60 
Steady-flow-turbine reductfon-gear effickncy, portent . . . . 90 
Blowdown-turbine reduction-gear efficienay, peraunt , : . . . . 95 
Fuel-air ratio in engine cylinder . , . . . . . . . , . . . . 0.067 
Inlet-manifold air temperature, oF , . . , . . . . . . . . . . 200 
~ Altitude, feot . . , . . . . . . . . . , , . . . . , . , . 30,000 
* . 
RESULTS OF AJULYSIS 
Operation of the composite engine is considered for the follow- 
ing caees: 
1. Maximum available temperature cf gas mixture to steady-flow 
turbine unlimited 
2. 
limited 
Maximum temperature of gas mixture to steady-flow turbine 
to 1600' F 
+. 3. 
"turbine 
MaxQmkt available temperature of gas mixture to ste&y-floti 
unU.mi.ted; blowdown turbine omitted 
4. Maximum temperature of gas'mixture to steady-flow turbine 
limited to 1600° F; blowdown turbine amftted 
The curve8 for performance at maximum available temperature of 
the gas mixture to the steady-flow turbine are included only to show 
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the maximum possible performance; If the calculated performance 
for these condition8 had been poor, there would have been no point 
in further analysis. More feasible performance values will be 
found on the curves for operation at limited gas-mitiure temperature, 
* .Effeot of pe,/pm on net power output. - The effect of change 
in the ratio of a&au&, to fnlet-manffo1d preseure pe/pm on net 
brake specific horsepower with maximum available temperature of the 
gas mixture to the steady-flow turbine unlimited is shown in Pig- 
ure 5 for various cmpreaelon ratios. For each compression ratio, 
the trend of the power curves is to Increaee to a maximum and then 
decrease as the pressure ratio pe/pm is increased. This trend 
'in net power 1s generally the same a8 the trend of the difference 
. between turbine and compres8or powers because over a large range of 
pe/pm the component-engine power changes relatively little. The 
changes in net brake speoJfic horsepoyer caused by change8 in the 
ratio of pe/b. or by change8 in component-engine compression ratio 
are due PrdmarIly to the Bhiftfng of the load between the tAbtie- 
compressor unit and the component engine. Maximum power output 
occurs at a pe/pm of approximstelg 0.9. As shown later, if the 
component engzne had a loder eoavengfng ratio for a given ratio of 
PekPm then that.of the component engZne cczlaidered for this calcu- 
lation, the maxImum power output would occur at a lower ratio of 
pe/pm than 0.9. 
The effect on the net brake 8pec;tfic horsepower ofSlimLtlng 
the maximum temperature of the gases entering the steady-flov tur- 
bine to 16000 F and of omitting the blowdown turbine ie shown in 
figure 6 for a oompression.ratio of 3. Because the component engine 
considered had a relatively high 8cavanging ratio for a given value 
of Pe/Pm, exhaust temperatures are fairly low and temperature lim- 
itation,therefore has little effect, particularly when the blowdown 
turbine ie included in the system. The general effect of Limiting 
the maximum gas temperature is to decrease the maximum power output. 
Omission of the blowdown turbine materially reduces the power output 
throughout the entire operating range. 
Effect of pe/pm on ne t:epecific fuel con8umption. - The effect 
of change in the pressure ratio pe/pm on net brake specific fuel 
consumption with the maximum avarIable temperature of the gas mixture 
entering the steady-flow turbine unlimit'ed is ahown in ffgure 7 for 
various oompreae&on ratios. Net spectilc fuel consumption $8 hfgh 
for low value8 -of pe/& and deoreaees'aa the ratio pe/pm 1.8 
increased. The changes .in net specific fuel caneumption with changes . . ' 
' Y ;.: . . . . _- 
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in pe/pm and ooz@Pession ratio are due to the shifting of the load 
between tha'aom@5nent engine and the turbine-compressor unit. Over 
the rsnge of operation cho8en, minimum net specific fuel cmm~%,ion 
occurs at a peJpm of approximately 0.9. If the component engine had 
a lower scavenging ratio for a given value of pe/pm than that of the 
component engine oonsidered, the fuel-con8umption cwv~s would be 
flatter. 
,‘. .. The effect on net br&se specific fuel consumption of temperature 
limitation end the omission of the blowdownturbine at a compression 
ratio of 3 is shown in figure 8. Temperature lim$tation again has 
.Zittle effect on the composite-engine performance; it slightly increase8 
.the minimum net brake epecuic fuel consumption. Chis~ion of the blow- 
down turbine increasea the net brake specific fuel oonaumption over 
. the entire range of operation. 
gfect of compression ratlo on performancer - The high+ net 
specific horsepowers occur at the lowest component-engine compression 
ratios and the lowest net brake apecI#'Ic fuel consumptions o&cu?.at 
the highest compression ratio8 (fi@. 5 and 7, respectively). Highest 
power outputs OCCUT at the lowest compression ratio8 becatie the max- 
imum cylinder pressure in the component-engine is kept con&ant; thus, 
at the low compression ratios, a high .inlet-manifold pressure may bc 
used. The high inlet-manifold pressures, together with fncreased 
combustion-chamber volume available at the low oompresaion ratios, 
increase the ~C~BB flow through the system,.which results .in higher 
OUtpUtS. Lower net specjfic fuel cons?unptione occur at the higher 
cWpression ratios because the component engine is more efficient and 
takes a greater share of the load. 
For convenience, the curves of net brake specific horsepower have 
been plotted againet net brake specific fuel con8umption in figure~9. 
From this figure the net poker and corresponding fuel consumption may 
be obtained for any de8ire.d operating condition. 
The most probable method of operation >8 with the maximum Gem- 
perature of the gas mixture entering the steady-flow turbine limited ' 
to 1600° F (fig. 9(b)). When the eslgine operates at the optimum 
value of pe/pm=O;9, the net brake specific output at a compression 
ratio of 3 is 2.62 horsepower per cubic inch of pieton displacmnt 
with a net brake specific fuel oonsumption df 0.333 pound per horee- 
power hour. At a ccmpression ratio of 10, the net brake, specific 
power and fuel con8umgtion are 0.71 horsepower per oub$c inuh and 
0.303 pound per hOrSepoWer hour, respectively. Operation.at other 
compresslon ratios gives performance value8 between these quantities, 
d 
.,. . 
‘... ..‘” .~-.mfect of: pe& &a cc.q&ssYon'satfo o;l gas-mixture temper- . . 
T The-erfect- of change.&- I?t?/~:,.~d-.jii:cdmpreesion ratto '&&-&g A - .,, : 
* on the tempe$ature,'of the. g& rnixture-entering'tli;jl'st~~-~~ &r- 
bi?ne,'Fiith &d'tithout the blowdowri turbine,. is sh'o~ &IL 'Pigure.10. 
The gaii ~tirn~&aWr&~are'l6w~~ with the blowdown t'&&blne .btiauae 
: "'-';%I& ~l~~dmni turbine abeorba some of.the exhaust-gas dnek?gyi -Al." 
temperatures are comparatfvely low because the large. anfoant of-sdav- 
enging air passing through the component engine dilutes the combus- . - .. 4% .- - - : ., -. . I . : ': .-.' y  ,'..::rp+:. - 
,j’! 3r. %&d d%tributlon. , - Ih ordei- to 'determine load &&&&n, :..'+:?the~power &%veloped by each component of the composite en&&.&s 
. - . . .. -.pLo.tted at3.a percentage of the maximum power out&t-for c+$r+sflon 
-:. :,..s,, .~@&e of 3 and 6 (f&s-:. 11) . Tho +ower the compression ratio,,the 
'.gq&.er. fs the percentage of net power absorbed bs the coqj<e~s$r . . 
-~'~~~.+delivered by the turbines. -. ..' L 
-I .P. ..' ,- ., .I '.-I . . . . I‘.'^ &ffect of changes in Inlet-mantfold tmperature, sctivi&ii$ 
ratio, and fuel-air ratio. - The effect of changes in inlet-UnWold 
. temperature, in ecavenging ratio, and in fuel-air ratio on net brake b-s :;, . spec9fic horsepo~&! arid net brake specific fuel eonstiption is shown . . 
. - ,iri figures 12 and 13; ree&ctively, for different operating condi- 
'f. . : tfons. A&d included for oomparfson is a curve of standard perform- 
. . . a&e at the same compre&Zon ratio (In thie.case, 6). The beme: 
: .',inlot-ma&fold pressures &$-in the'atandezd curve'are used in the 
oqves shoHngthe effects of the'various changes.; maxImum crltider 
pressures, h&ever, 8 ~ .; ., are ,not neceesarilg the same. Standard scaveng- ing ratio -is that defined by equation (7) in the appendix. 'Standard 
inlet-manifold tem@erature and fuel-air ratio are the assumed values, 
200° F and 0.067, respectively. When the fuel-air ratio Is .%ncreased 
. to 0.081, the ftiel..not burned in the cylinder is aseum~,t'o burn in 
the duct leading to the steady-flow turbine. Suffici-ent air is avail- 
. . able at, that.-pofnt to allow complete ccmbustion. 
The curve8 show that, at a pe/pm of 0.9, increasing,the inlet- 
manifold temperature to 3000 F with the blowdown turbine included 
result8 in a X3-percent decrease (compared with the standard curve) 
in net brake specFfic horsepower (fig. 12(a)) but in onQ a l-percent 
increase in not brake specific fuel consumption (fig, w(a)). W ith . 
.a : the blowdouh'ttibine'cmitted, the power reduction (compared ylth the 
I . '~stai~d&d cm wdth blmdown turbine omitted) is apprdxlmEbteQ., 1: 
. 
:: 73 nerc&t:'~f~g. 12(c)), but'the increase in fuel consumption is 
.: riei3l;lig~lpgp~g* -13(e) 1.; .' 2 . . . . . . .., .'f- ; - _-..- .-. 7 . . . * . . . .. .j 
. : . -.-I:'.?~“'.-' - .: -. -.. '<. d . 2:. . 5  A.._. - ., _ ..-.. l _:., . . “- . . 
. p*-; : -  -  . . . 
*. -..I -4.  *i-.:’ . :. -  . : 
. .- .:;‘,: 
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Decreasing the fuelYair.ra-tio to 0.054 with the blowdown turbine 
resultsin' a IO-percent rod&ion in net'breke e$&ifi.c horsepower 
aua.a IO-percent .reduction in net brake specific fuel consumption at 
a p,/~m- of 0.9. :'With the blowdown turbine omitted,' the reduction 
in power (k&ared with %he standard duke with b&down turbine 
omitted) is approximately 8 perc'ent and the decrease In fuel conaump- 
tion appr'tiximately 12 percent. 
Increasing the fuel-air ratlo to 0.081with the blowdown turbine 
results in a small (4-percent) increase in brahe apeairic horsepower 
at the highmtios of pe/pm" and a small decrease In power at the 
'low ratios of. pe/s. Net brako speciffc fuel consumption is increased 
apprbx%mately 16 percent at a pe/p, of 0,9. With the blowdown tur- 
bine hml'tted, the power is,increged (&&pared with the standard curve 
with blowdown turbine omitted)'approximatelg 9 percent at a pe/pm 
of 0.9 but at a pe/pm of 0.2 the increase ie negligible; 'the 
increase'in specific fuel consumption is approx3mateI.y 11 percent over 
most &the ranger. 1 . . 
The -d&enging ratio wa+s'assua& to be-dearcased to i value equal 
to'70 percent of the standard scavenging ratio,. Such a change could. 
be effected by a change in valve timing or'in engine speed. mine 
speed is unchanged in this an@ysis; The net brake spectiic horsepower 
(fig. 12(a)) is higher than the -value for standard conditions at low 
values of "pe/& and lower at.high values of .pe/pm. The net brake 
speosfic fuel consumption (fig. -13(a)) is lower then the value for 
standard conditionsfor &ll ratios of pe/pm. up to about.0,8. Whereat3 
for all the other operating conditions investigated the maximum power 
occura at a pe/pm of 0.9, maximum power ocours at a pe/b of 
approximately-O.6 when the scavenging ratio is reduoed to 70 percent 
of the standard (fig. X?(a)). The* results indioato that, where 
exhaust temperature is not the limftlng factor, excess air above the 
minimum required for adequate scavenging lowers the ek'ficioncy but 
fncreases the power output. . 
SlJMMAFBOFRE;mTLl[rj 
A theoretical analysis of the performance of a,composlte sngIne 
(uniflow twor8roke~cycle spark-ignition engine, compr6asor, blowdown 
turbine, and steady-flow turbine) with operatfon assurp& at a constant 
maximum cylinder pressure of 1200 pounds, p& square inch, an engine 
speed of 2000 r-pm, an inlet-manffold temperature of 200° F, steady- 
flow-turbine and oompressor effioiencies of 80 percent, end an alti- 
tude of 30,000 feet, gave the followtng results: 
. 
' The h$@-ea$. net apeuffic hirsepciwere wore obtaked at the low- 
est component-engine ccmpree~ion ratloa; the lowest net brake speci- 
fro fuel coneumption was obtaPned @t the highest c~mpresaio~ ratioa. 
For the component engine considered, the max.Imm specific power out- 
put and mlnimum speqffic fuel.conaumption recurred at a ratio of 
exlwmt 50 mifo1.d preseure pe/h of approxImatelgs0.9, At a 
compression ratio of 3 +-A a ratio of pe/h of 0.9 with a blowdown 
turbine an&'Mth the maximm exhaust k?.ttperature IZmited to 1600° F, 
the net brake speclffc power output waa 2.62 homepower per cubic 
inch of pieton displacement and. the net brake epecffic fuel consump- 
tion was 0.353 pomd per homepower hour. At a ccmproesion ratio 
of 10 and a re/b OrE 0,9, the net brake specific power aqd fuel 
consurqtkn vs?e Cl71 hotieepswer per cubio inch anQ.O.303 pound per 
br+ke i.z~=;is-p~~~~ ham; respectlvoly. Exhaust-temper&ire limit&ion 
i' +.nd ~:&cicn CR taa blmdoma turbine adversely Etffectod these p+lues. 
Where e:*szt ttiEGaazzture is not the Ibmitfng factor, exceee tifr 
above the minim-m ;-equired for adequate acaveng5ng lowered the $fi- 
. -. ciency but did imreaee the power output, . 
. . . . . . -_ .-:. .: _ 
Flight.Pro~uleion Research Laboratory, 
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AFTEBDIX -. D~ATION OF EQJATIONS NXZSSARY To ANALYSIS 
Abbreviationa 
The following abbrevfatiorm are used in the derivatione: ' 
achp horsepower required to dr3,ve auxl.lJary comproeeor 
aP brake horsepower of component engine 
b&p horsepower delivered by blowdown turbine 
chp horsepower required to dqive compreeeor 
fhp , idiceta! hcr~epower of component engine (baaed on power loop) 
isfc indic;ated specific fuel consumption 
nbhp net brake horsepower of oompos$te en@;ine (component engine, 
nbsfc 
nbahp 
sfhp 
turbines, and compressor or uompree8ors) 
net brake specific fuel consumption of composite engine 
net brake speoVic horsepower of onmposito engine 
horsepower delivered by steady-flow turbine 
Symbols 
The following symbol8 are used in the d6riVakim: 
c conuentration 
%,a specific heat at con&ant preaeuro of enterfng ecavonging air, 0.243 3tu/(lb)("E) 
“P,b specific heat at comtant presauro of combustion gaeee during blowdown procees, 0.3 Btu/(lb)("E) 
OF,e specific beat at con&ant pressure of Gaul mixture ontoring steady-flow turbine, 0.3 Btu/(lb)(42) 
cP,g ePeolfi& heat at con&ant pressure of gas mfxture boforo addition of auxiliary air, 0,3 Btu/(lb)(qi) 
NACARMVo. E7D29 . 13 
%>S 
F/A 
N 
Pa 
.pr' 
r C 
re 
R 
Ta 
T ac 
Te 
T 
e,l 
Te,2 
Tf 
?tn 
Tcs 
e~ec5.f-l~ heat at conatar.t volun;e of gases in cylinder 
dmlng BXCVEE@~~ p&ts~, 0.243 Xu/(ib)(%I) 
fuel-air ratio in cylinder of coanponcnt engine . 
speed of component endue, rpm 
amti8&-air pressure at altitude of 30,000 feat, 8.88 in. 
Hg absolute 
8z&aust preesure of compomnt engin&, in. Bg absolute 
inlet-manifold pressure of component engine, in. Hg . 
absolute . . . . 
exhaust release Rressure af co?Qmmnt engine, in. Hg 
absolute 
compression ratio of component engine basad on swept volume 
above'inlet ports * 
expansion ratto of component engino, 0.30 rc, ' 
gas constant during blowdow process, 33.9 ft-lb/(lb)(oR) 
ambient-air temperature at altitude of 30,OOO feet, 412' R 
tmiperature of gases at outlet of auxlliarg ompreseor 
92 
temperature of gas &xturo cntcring steady-flow turbfno, oR 
temperature of gas mixture entering steady-flow turbine 
with blowdown turbqse included, oR 
temperature of gaer sure entering sttiadjr-flow turbine 
with b&down turbine omitted, oR 
temperature of gases in cylinder at start tif coqreasion 
after evaporative cooling br fuel, oR 
temperatF8 of air entering inlet mar&fold of component 
engine, OR 
temperature of gases in cylinder at coqlotion of scavanging 
process, OR 
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TX 
v 
vt 
wa 
W ac 
wC 
we 
wf 
wt 
'b 
7e 
PI 
‘lc 
‘0 
%,e 
?r 
temperature of gases in cylinder at start of ecavenging 
proce88, OR 
dieplacement of component-en&no piston above inlot ports, 
1 cu rt 
total piston displacement of component engine,. cu in, 
weight flow of total air admitted through inlet porta, 
lb/set 
weight flow of air through auxiliary compressor, lb/ssc 
weight flow of air available for combustion, lb/sun 
weight flow of gases entering steady-flow t~bino (Wt + k',), 
lb/set 
weSght flow OP fuol e&ittcd to en@ne, lb/see 
wei&t of air admitted through Inlet ports plus weight of 
fuel, (Wa + Wf), lb/sea 
adiabatic exponent for combustion gasoe during blowdown 
proces8, 1.30 
adfabatic exponent for gas mixture entering eteady-flow 
turbine, 1.20 
efficiency of blowdown turbine, 0.60 
adiabatic efficiency of compressors, 0.80 
efficiency of reduction gearing between blowdown turbiqo 
and component engine, 0.95 
effluiency of reduction gearing between steady-flow turbine 
and compressor and component engine; 0.90 
scavenging ratio, ratio of weight of fresh charge delivered. 
through inlet ports to weight of fresh chargti that would 
comp1etel.y fill cylinder at inlet-manifold density at 
time of inlet-port closing 
NACA RI4 No. IUD29 15 
l 
% . . . 
% 
PM 
sce~c3nging efficiency, ratio of w3i~t of Pps& charga 
oontained In cylinder at time of inlet-port closing to 
weight of fresh charge that would caanpletely fi,ll cyl- 
inder at Inlet-manifold density at time of inlet-port 
closing 
adiabatic efficiency of etoady-floi,turbine, 6.86. 
inlet-manifold density of component engine, lb/cu ft 
Equationa : . . ._ 
Scavenging efficiency. - The thres types of ecavinging prwese 
me: (1) domplete scavenging, in which each volume cf.fre8h charge 
entering the engine cylinder dieplacae an equal volume of combustfon 
gasee, (2) zero scavenging ) in which all freeh charge entering i8 
so short-circubted through the etiawt ports that-no combuetfon gases 
are displaced, and (3) scaven&ng by perfect mixing, fn wh:ch each 
i volume of fresh charge entering the cylinder mixee perfoctly,vith 
tho combustion gases and a velume'of thfs mixture, which, an ohergy 
balance showa, ie sufficient to keep constent the total enthalpy of 
the contenta of the cylinder, is forced out the exhaust ports, The 
actual scavenging process liea somewhere within the Umfting processes 
and Is influenced by the deign of the cgllnder. T&366 tfhree typos 
of scavengling process are shown in the following sketch: 
1.0 1 a- 
1 /.-‘*---- - 
--- - 
‘. 
0 
sib-3 
82 
I_- -L- .I-,---- I 
c 3 -0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 . 
IP 
1 
IrIass of fresh charge that entered cylfnder 
Inlet densilty X cylinder volume 
The equatio?la for uurvea 1 and 2 are obvious. The equatfon for curve 3 
may be durivtd a8 follov: - 
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consider a cylinder contalting a.gas B wfth:a- volume V at 
temperature TD, Cae A .at temperature .T 
c 
1~ introduced into thie 
cylinder at such a,rate that mixing of the wo gaees ie complete at 
all times. During this process, which occurs at constant pressure 
Qt the mixture of gases is discharged through an exhawt port at 
euch a rate Ohat the total enthalpy of the contente of the cylinder 
remains constant; that.is, the product of the maas of gas in the cyl- 
inder and its temperature remains cun&ant. 
Let 
M maso of gas mixture in cylinder 
y.’ temperature of gas mqftiure in cylinder 
5.. 
maw of gas A in cylinder 
MA :. maw:of g&S- A introduced into oyl.incler~ 
: 4 maf38 of gas mixture leaving cylinder when MA ia.introducsd ,, 
'c . kon@e&ration of 'gae A ti cylinder, 1$/M 'I '. .,... ., 
.Jf. AMA en-bore tfib cylinder, adding to the cylinder-the product 
TAA$A, euch a rnasB of gas mu~;t leave the cylinderthat ' 
. . . ; 
TAAMA = TU$ 
and 
The increase in amount of gas A in the oylfnder xlth an amount 
AMA added to the oylinder and an amount of mkture A% leavfng is 
AMF = AMA - CaM, 
or . 
.  .  .  
: .  :  
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a n d , If th e  s u b s c ri p t B  re p re s e & ' th e  e :B R d i ti o m  i n  th e  c y l i n d e r‘.'  
b e fo re  th e  a c a v e n g fn g  p ro c e s s  e ta rt8 , th ' e n  
T h e  s o l u ti o n  to  th i s  d i ffe rs U k 4 a l . e q u a ti o n  i s  - . ,. * . - 1  
M A  T A  
T h e  c o n s ta n t o f P n te g ra ti o n  i s  d e te rm i n e d  f& ' c m  th e  f' m t th a t 
F F "  ._  O w h e n M A = O .K m  ; 
s o  th a t 
w h e re  P J -- i s  th e  p re s s u re  a d . p A  th e  d e n s i ty  
a n d  
M A T $ Z  M A  
w = -=  p A V  3  
; i -  . 
. . (3 ) ‘- 
. . 
T h e  fo l l m Z n g  p ro c e d ~ ~ e ' % k ~  w e d  to  fi n d  th e  te m p e re tu re  ' a t th @  
e n d  o f th e  s c a v e n g i n g  p m c a g a ; .? I% " i rg -re a e ra  & .m a 8 8  o f g . "m  th e ;. 
c y l P n d e r 5 8  e q u a l ,to  th e .m a s B  .o f.g w  
m i x tu re  c l e a v i n g ; 
- -% ,:.e n te + g  m i n u f3  F e  m a 2 3 5  o f
-:'  ,? '  -- -:. - : .-, . I. . . 
. / ._ . _  
T h u 5  
-d-T T 
i? 
a44 
T-T 
=A. . . 
A K 
'The eolution to thie differential equation, when K I MA TB, fe 
The oormtant a$ integration j.e detetined from the faot that T L TB 
when MA .P 01 ,-.I.:', . 
I UnpublJshed d&q obtakmd, on"a 4& by 7-inch‘unvloktwo-stroke- - 
oycle engine indicated that its eoavengi 
I? 
eff+i&c> wat3 eqmmhat 
higher than that preqicted by equation (1 , For thie fin&lgsIs, the 
soammging proueas ww therePore coneidered to be 75 percent ecaveng- 
ing procem i alla 25 pSLYx3Dt~eC.EV6Ilgi~ pWsas 3. 
p + ;. 
. 
~~U5.betWeen the lAmIti.of vr fra 0 to I,0 .. 
rle ,= 0.75 qr + 0.25 !l - e-2.i c J’ 
and between the limits of yr from 1.0 to'= 
. . . r . 
7s = 
0.75 + 0.25 :.'-1 - 
-l 
The final scavenging temperature WSEI 
Thuf3 between the limits of. qr' from 0 to 
and between the IfmitSOf ?r from 1.0 to Q1 
r -l 
4- ‘8 = 0.75 T& + 0.25 
.-Vr : . 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
The ctie produced from equationa (3) and (4) is shown In figure 14. 
- I.. As the curve ti prorated batween a smooth curve and a curve cor+posed 
of two straight lines meeting at an angle, the prorated-curve at 
qr I 1,O .U a rather sharp curvature, uh9ch 1% moothed out by 
fairfng the curve In this region. 
The value of T, depends on the value of T,, which ti turn 
depqnds largely on the compression ratfo of f&e engine. Over the 
range of operation and in,the re@on in which points werq:computed, 
however, the values of T, were little affected by changes in com- 
pression ratto, and tbue an average curve-of T, wae chosen apd 
plotted in P,igure 15. This curve was faired in the region of 
732 = 1.0 in the mme mnner a8 the mzbvengfng-efficiency curve. 
Scavenging ratiq. - If the two-stroke-cycle cylinder is'bon- 
sfdered.as a.n equiv&lent orificet It can be shown that 
. ‘Ir = 
20 
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Data taken on the 4:- by 7-i& two-stroke-cycle engine showed 
that the ecavenging ratlo can then'.be exgre%%ed by 
I 
P,? 1 
0.341 
i-p 0:292 $ - w.-jTm,s . (7) 
Thi% curve ia plotted ti figure 16 together with the.correeponding 
curve of scavenging efficIency.oros%-plotted from figure 14. Also 
shown In ff'gure 16 are experimental. data points from the %- by 
7-inch two-%troke-cyale engine that shcw the exaellent agreement 
between predicted and experimental val.uen. 
Inlet-manifol.roe8ure. - In order to il.luetrate the effect on 
enging=er of c-Kg* c&qre8s&n ratio, some relation must be 
found between lititing inlet-mar&fold proeeure and camIjression ratio. 
Inasmuch ae prediotion of knock-limited manifold preesure was fz!prac- 
tical for the type of oomponbt engine considered, no relation between 
knock-U&ted manifold preesure and compression ratio could be found, 
It was therefcre decided to Limit the inlet-manifold pressure at each 
compression ratio to a value that would ,@ve a-maximum cylinder pres- 
%ure of 1200 pounds par equare Inch absolute at a fuel-air ratio of 
0.067. 
Thermodynamic charta of internal-d&u%tion-engine fluids' (ref- 
erencet9 9 and Xj were uered in detex&n;lng the manifold preesure. Addi- 
tion of fuel is aesumed to produce a drop in the temperature of the 
working fluid of ,40° F; 80 .. I .; - 
Tf = T, - 40 
The~quantlty l.- f where f fs the fraction of residual% inthe 
oylindar must be known when the thormodynemia chart& are used. .Tho 
quantity 1 - f can.be obtalned from the equation 
I , 
where 
. .- 
00) 
Curves of inlet-manifold pressure as a function of compression 
r&lo and pe/h are shown in fLgure 17. 
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J&&aust release preaaurd. ~'The axhau6t re&ease pressure was 
also determined from the thermodynamic.oherte. A heat lose of. 
15 percent of the total heat input to the cylinder was 'assumed to- 
occur at the .end of expansion. . 
. .' 
Combustion-air weight-flow rate. - F~CQI the definitioq,of ffcav- 
enging efficiency, the combustion-air weight-flow rate is 
t 
(11) 
Total-air wei&t-flow rate. - From the definition of Bcavenging 
ratio, total-air weight-9X0* rate is 
where q, can be calculated frc& equation (7). 
Fuel weig?rt-flow rate. - The fuel weight-flow rate ie 
w, =. WC F/A (141 
Indicated horeepower per pound of combu&ion air per hour (corn- 
.ponent engine). - Becauee of the required valve tiining in the two- 
stroke-oycle engine considered, 'the eearision ratio ia less than the 
compression ratio; in the pre&nt case; the e-ion ratio' is 0.30 
of the compression ratio. - 
It can be shown that'fos Otto cy&es, mere the ratio of expan- 
sion to aompreseion is in the range of 0.80 tu 1.0, the efficiency of 
the cycle can be baaed on the expaneion ratio with good accuracy. 
Because of lack of data on the the&l '&ficie&cy of two-stmke- 
cycle engine8 at various compreseion ratios, it is convenient to use 
four-stroke-cycle data. The close agreement between two-stroke-cycle 
and four-sfroke-aycle thermal efficiencies can be Bhown by the fact 
that the indicated epecific fuel consumption from the @- by 7-inch 
two-stroke-cycle engine with an.expansfon ratio of.5.44 was 0.470 pound 
per ipdicated horsepower hour, where&e the indicated epecific fuel 
consumption of a conventional four-stroke-cycle engine corrected to 
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a com$meeeion'mUo of' 5,.44 w&b CL462 p~d:peyindfcatfird.hor~epower 
how &j %;he ~me fuel-a%r .y&t&, : - '..": .,_. .' ' a' . 
. ' .a 
D&e; from refer&ok iland unpublished data'f‘wm tests on ElIs air- 
cooled cylinder were analyzed., and an equatiorifor indicated ~pscifict 
f+t, c'&Wr@tion aa a functfoa of ,o~preesion rdtfcj was'foutid to be 
i 
_‘, isfa = 
0.. 1317 
r1.L 1 .-I 
rc *02~ I 
The agreement between valuea $culated frzm the equation and exgeri- 
mental reeults over a range of cmqressiop ratios at a fuel-air ratio 
OF DC067 ie shown by the following table:. 
- I_- 1 .---L . - s_l_-.l- 
I 
Indfca.$ed qecific 
fuel consumptiorl 
i. ~--!s?l&P-~rl) .-__ 
Compreseion ratio 1 Exper~ental?'fCalculsted 
- 
Equation (15) may be converted to per&t calculation of indicated 
horeepowezy hour per pou@ gf, combyetioa plr, $'I@ qodified equation 
may.be- used for,"computing.the.two-strohe-cycle perfonm&nqe by wing 
the' expankion ratio instead of tlk compression ratio.’ The indicated 
@qraepcker hour peg pound of. combustion' al.r at a.,fuel-air ratio ti ; 
0.067 is then' " : ' ' r 
ih-pe =,0.$085 :1 - 
3600 w, 
\ 
(1.6) 
Indicated horsepower of caponent engine. - The iedicatod horoo- 
.power of,the component engine ;ls . - _ . ~ 
* * 
. ihp = &+%360?. . ,,.. 
. 'r c - 
where W, -,Fy,,ba calculated from..eq,ua?ion (11) and & from 
equ&ti& (16)..:'.: ' . C : . . -. 
. . ; ,,. , . .I 
‘23 
LIsted here in tabular form for c~lson are value8 of i&L- 
cated specffic power calculated accordfng to thia aralpb and ~ozne . 
experimental data from the 4&,by 7-,+ch two-titroke-cycle engine at 
a fuel-&r ratio of 0.075, an &@ne~:,s$eed:$p 26&~pn, dd.&n . 
exhaust pressure of 30 inches ~cjfjmercuzy ebs$+te: . .' -.:, , .; :_ ., . ,C. *.' . . . -,.--_ .-._- 
:- 
-I--- -, ,. .* 
. . . 
.- . . ;, s-2 .-,: 
A!.ti~ou@~ &per~er&al date are nCt avail&lG for the upper r,$n.~e~,of 
I power, the“table shows that,celc;rzlated'W exper%mentai m&r.-??ut- 
. . 
n two&st&ke-cyc.J.e e&ne shqed that pu@ing pwer w&8 iaeglig&@'snd 
,, ' that'm~ha$fcaX fr@ tion was the largeat loss in con~e'&sion%f:Yndi- 
. . c&ted horsepower to brake.horeep~er. .&n&&e of i&&e da& Sdi- 
:.. _ cated that t)le friction horsepower of the cornpane& engins~ 6 &p&ox- 
dmate~y'2o'G. ;: t - ;.r -.. I> :; T-4 - .' . :..e-' f-. *. 
Therefore ,,' tjS , ~., 
,.. - T 2 _. -. :: . . -r' 
.- _ . z, >' , . : : 4. _. '. -. : . bhp =..$&I - 20& :' 4' ..,' 
\ 
Blowdown-turbine horsepmer. - 
. . . j : i 
Bloudownin the oy%nd@ fe'@on- 
sidersd to'takepla;ce from e&&tit releme pressure-to lnl+trmari;if'old 
pr+-sure q The pressure drop &crow <h&blowdown turb?.ne U.tG‘from 
exhaust r&ease pressure to e,xheuet 3a& pre&re at the start:.& the 
'.~race@,arid.f~ :nJet+uanifold greasure to exhtiust beck p&sure at 
the end of ,the process. EIca+engi& afr-is considered to by-p&s the 
blovdarn-turbine blading but may paea through the shroud d the tnrrbine and e&Met in 
cooling the turbiti. The l3cavenglng 8i.r then mixes prith the 0ombustioIl gaees that have 
$ 
p&e13 i?hmqjh the blowdown turbine and tne m’kkxre of therje gases ia aaallable to pm- 
du~a work In the steady-flow turbine. 
TIM horseFr of the bluwdown twbiqe if! given by the equation 
., 
bthpd?kdk-- “178 c& 
To rc - 1 33,003 R7b 
N o.4g1’ x 144t,jr (20) 
. . 
The value of % was chosen to be 0.60; a consezwtive @emption baaed & material from 
rsference 12. I 
Tanperature of mixture entering s-k&y-flow turbine.. - Au ener& balance a&ss $he 
cglti~?~r dtxcing the scave@ng procese resulta In 
where ’ : _ 
I intkxm31’6nergg. of ‘goes in cylinder at atart of scavenging pmoese, titu . 
E&L total. enthalpy of entering scawmging ,air, Btu 
s.’ hternal energy of gases in cylinder st ‘e&-of scavenging pm&es, Btu 
Hc entlialpy af scave@ng gtxaes lea,ting cyljaaex, Btu 
Because 
. 
where 14 is here the wei@ of the'mes end 
then 
. . Mb I, = + T, . 
. . 
Ha = E, 
An energy balance of the' blowdown procees from the cylinder yields 
the equatfon 
where 
% internal energy in cylinder at,time of etiau& release, Btu 
$m internal energy in cylinder after blowdown to inlet-old pressure, Bt'u 
w. work output-of blowdown turbine, Btu 
53 epthalpy of combustion.ga8ee after leaTin& %1&d&n turbine, Btu 
The total enthalpy Be .&.gaeee entering the steady-flow turbine 
is then 
=, + =g =E&-J&+Es!-w=Be 
E, - I& is given by the equation 
and if the enthalplles are computed from 8 temperature baee of 660° R, 
the tmerature of the e&aust gases entering the steady-flow turbine 
with blowdown turbine iac2uded 2~ .: ,.- '.-_ . . ,'A 
2G’ 6 'NAOkRM'No. E7D29 
re ‘0 
- lRrb (Pr - T % 
Pm) 0.491 x $$4. - 
bthp 33,000 
N 778 . 
e,l != + 680 (21) 
WL, c -. . . . . . --. ;'- ..- 
The temperature of the gaees enier%ng the steady-flow turbine with 
the blowdown turbine om$ttad ie 
-- -- - pJ 0.491 x 144 
T e,2 5 + 660 . 
60 
: (22) 
Wt Cp,g N 
Weight-flow rate d auxfllary-compreeear air required to reduce --m--T_--, 
temperature of gases -enterIn& eteadg-flow turbfne to 1600° F. - The 
weight-flow rate of auxiliary-compressor air tith blowdoti turbine 
inciudsd is given by ths equation- - 
W no 
= Wt c e 1400 - Wt cp g (Te 1 - 660) I -- 
cp, a Tp, - ~p,a 660 - Cp, 8 1400 
(23) 
The weight-flow rate of auxiliary-compreeeor air if'the blowdoirn tur- 
.- bfne is amftted le 
wac = Wt y3, e 1400 - wt op g (Te 2 - -=O) c~,~ .T, - Cp, a 660 - 'P,e 1400 (24) 
- Horsepower rq&red to drive auxll&ry compraeeor. - The horae- 
power required to drive the a.~~ompreEleor is 
achp=\.. . (25) 
The air temperature at the outlet of the auxilfary oompreesor I8 
given by 
(26) 
Horeepower of steady-flow.turb5ne. ----s- .,. - The horsepower produced by 
the steady-flow turbine Is 
. 
27 ‘: 
The gas-mixture iempeiature Jie; i&y be'either Fe 1 if the blq- 
. . doWrS.t'usb~tie~ ti ~jmsdrit br' Tb 2rz wheri t~o,b~;buao#li-~~bine:'is: . :: 
omitted.; When.'ttip&&ture-ltifted bp&ation' ie- sncou&eiti,- T, . 
Is 2060' R. - .. , . ; . . \S_... -;5' :7.r . :. . < ::. _ _ .- , r.... - /. :.. . . . : _. . 
nbsfc = wf .3600 
.ribhp., .":~~9,+ . . . - -' 
.Net &sake specifio ;- - For c~~enfe~e,.-cBhch~~~rana 
of the oomponent~engfne. and tiLr flow8 wepe ba!sed:bi; & 
pistqn dis@acament.erbo$e the.porte .af 1 cubic foot.' ' .- 1 .*"' _. 
If',the ratfo of compres%Zon ratio baed on pfston displacem&xt 
above the inlet port8 to-the comPre%'%Zon ratio bacsed on'tiotal -@jiston 
dieplacement $8 taken to be 0,8, a con%er+at$+ f?igure, .the %otal 
pi8ton diaplac%ment then become% .-, ', 
f -.. . . *.. . . 
; = 1728 y 1.25 ‘l-‘O -0.8”. V 
rc - L 
and the,?& brahe spedifio power p&r cubic inoh of pl8ton dig@lace- 
ment is . . . 
(30) 
At a compreesion ratito of 6, the Piston di%pl.%cement would be 
the same a% that of s lit-c,vllndsr engine with a bore of 6 inChe8 &nd 
a stroke of 3 inchee. 
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Figure 2. - Comparative exhaust-flow areas for two- and four- 
stroke-cycle engines from start to full opening. 
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Figure 3. - Performance of 42- by 7-inch two-stroke-cycle spark- 
lgnltlon engine Vplth poppet exhaust valves and piston-controlled 
lnlet ports. Atmospheric exhaust: engine speed, 2000 rpm; fuel- 
air ratlo, 0.075; fuel, loo-octane gasoline plus 3 m l TEL per 
gallon; lnlet-air temperature, 920 F; effective qompressiun 
ratLo, 6.4. 
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Figure 4. - Schematic diagram of composite engine consisting of two-stroke-cycle sp’ark-F 
ignitlon engine, camp resso r, blowdown turbine, and steady-f low turbine. P 
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Figure'5. - Effect of pressure ratio pe/pm on net brake specific . = 
horsepower of composite engine fbr various compression ratios. 
Maximum available temperature of gas m ixture to qteadg-flow . 
turbine unlimited. 
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omltted m m -- Maximum temperature of gas mixture to steady-flow 
turbine limited to 16000 F; blowdown turbine 
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Figure 6. - Effect of pressure ratio pe/pm on net brake specific 
horsepower of composite engine for varfoua methods of operation. 
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Figure 7. - Effect of pressure ratio pe/pm on net brake specific 
fuel consumption of composite engine for various compression 
ratfos. Maximum available temperature of gas m ixture to steadg- 
flow turbine unlfmited. 
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omitted 
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turbine limited to 1600° F; bloadomm turbine 
omitted 
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Figure 8. - Effect of pressure ratio pe/pm on net brake specific 
fuel consumption of composite engine for varlous methods of oper- 
ation. Compression ratio, 3. 
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Figure 9. - Net brake speoific horsepower and net brake specific 
fuel consumption of composite engine. 
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Figure 9. - Cont hued. Net brake specific horsepower and net brake 
specific fuel consumption of composite engine. 
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Figure 9. - Concluded. Net brake specific horsepower and net bra 
specific fuel consumption of composite engine. 
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(a) Compression ratio, 6. 
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Figure 11(b) Compression ratio, 3. 
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on load distribution. 
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Figure 12. - Effect of change In Inlet-manifold temperature, staveng Ing rat lo, and 
fuel-air ratlo on net brake speclflc horsepower of co~posfte engine. Compression 
rat lo, 6; standard cond It Ions: fnlet-manlfold temperature tm, 200° F; fuel-air 
rat10 F/A, 0.067; SGaVenging rat 10 ?r = 0.292 ([l-4p,/p,)] [tm + ~Ol~osvr 
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FIgwe 13. - Effect of change In Inlet-manifold temperature, scavenging ratio, and 
fuel-air ratio on net brake specific fuel consumption of ccmpoelte engIna. Corn-- 
presslon ratlo, 6; standard condftlons: Intet-manifold temperature tm, 200~ F; 
fuel-air ratio F/A, 0.067; scavenging rat10 qr - 0.292 I[ I-l pelpm 11 [t, + 460])“*‘u 
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Figure 14. - Scavenging efficfency as function of scavenging ratio. 
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Figure 15. - Effect of scavenging ratio on temperature In cylinder 
at end of scavenging process. 
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Figure 16. - Comparison of calculated scavenging ratlo and 
scavengfng efficiency nlth data from 45-bg 7-inch two-stroke- 3 . cycle spark-ignltlon engine. Engine speed, 2000 rpm; inlet- 
air temperature, 100° F. 
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Figure 17. - Maxlmum allowable inlet-manifold pressure as a 
function of pe/pm and compression ratio. Maximum cylinder 
pressure, 1200 pounds per square inch absolute. 
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